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Background 
The document presents a list of issues related to missing or inconsistent data that is affecting the Database 

migration activities of the HELCOM Pollution Load User System (HELCOM PLUS) project.  

The document lists all the issues related to data for each table in the data model and also lists some of 

solutions and fixes proposed by the PLUS Project team. 

 

 

Action required 
The Meeting is invited to take note of these issues and agree or provide advice on how to further proceed 

in order to resolve these issues.  
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Summary of relevant data inconsistency issues discovered during the 

Database migration process 
 

Important Note: This document includes the latest issues regarding the load, flow and other tables including 

areal definitions and related metadata as of August 2014.  

 

New Questions to be addressed by the Contracting Parties  
More specific details related to data inconsistencies in load, flow and other tables can be found in the 

following document: 

http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-

58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Excluded_loads-migration-v1-27-08-2014.xlsx 

 

LOAD, FLOW and other tables including SOURCE_APPORTIONMENT 

1. Missing codes/period combinations for different load and flow tables 
E.g .  

 

Codes/period combinations which are in TBL_SUBCATCHMENT_LOAD but are missing in the 

SUBCATCHMENT table 

 

Proposed actions 

 

 Data will be checked by Data Manager and requested from contracting parties 

 

2. Double data reported with different values 
E.g. Different load values reported for same sub catchment id. 

Proposed actions 

 

 Correct values will be requested from contracting parties and duplicate entries will be 

deleted 

 

3. [NR_MEASUREMENTS] < [DETECTION_LIMIT_NUMBER] in many cases for different load tables 
 

Proposed actions 

 

 Correct values can be requested from Contracting Parties.  

 

 

4. PARAMETER_ID] NOT BETWEEN 1 AND 25 -> parameters with prefix '9' used (presumably only) for 
PLC-5.5 assessment 

 

Currently PLC 5.5 data is not migrated. 

Any suggestions? 

 

http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Excluded_loads-migration-v1-27-08-2014.xlsx
http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Excluded_loads-migration-v1-27-08-2014.xlsx
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Pending migration issues discussed during SKYPE meeting on 13.08.2014 
 

1. Complete List of all possible methods, including name of the method, purpose (estimation, 
calculation, retention, treatment, etc.) 

 

 Contracting parties to comment  
and provide updated method list to the PLC-6 Guidelines annexure.  

Current list of methods available in the database has been provided to CP’s by the PLUS team. 

 

For more details on migration issues due to inconsistency in areal definitions (subcatchments, point sources 

etc.), see the following documents: 

http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-

58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_issues_23062014.docx 

http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-

58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_Issues_Summary_23.06.14.xlsx 

 

Decisions taken for migration issues during SKYPE meeting on 13.08.2014 
1. Regarding the difference in surface areas of catchments between the ones provided by BNI in the 

database. 
Clarification regarding classification of Seleznevka river as transboundary 

  

                 Decisions & Actions   

 PLUS team (Pekka) to provide a list of catchments and the surface areas whose values differ from 
the ones provided by BNI in the database to Contracting Parties. 

              Contracting parties to comment and agree on the correct surface areas to use during the PLUS-6 

workshop in September ( Ongoing ) 

 

 Seleznevka river to be considered as transboundary according to Natalia.  
 

2. Area size discrepancies and missing areas for subcatchments 
 

Decisions & Actions   

 Data Manager will provide a list of subcatchments with issues + missing  area sizes to CP and 
request for correction ( Ongoing ) 

 

3. Missing Coordinates and other information for stations 
 

Decisions & Actions   

 

 Missing information for DE and SE monitoring stations have been provided ( Completed ) 
 Data Manager will request missing coordinates for stations from RU,EE and FI (Ongoing ) 
 

4. Inconsistent and empty data for point sources.  

http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_issues_23062014.docx
http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_issues_23062014.docx
http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_Issues_Summary_23.06.14.xlsx
http://portal.helcom.fi:81/workspaces/PLUS-58/Documents%20for%20CP%20commenting/Migration_Issues_Summary_23.06.14.xlsx
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Decisions & Actions   

 

 Data Manager will provide a list of point sources with issues to CP and request for correction or 
deletion of the old ones ( Ongoing ) 

 

 

5. RETENTION data inconsistencies 
 

 Data Manager will clarify these with contracting parties and request for actions. ( Ongoing ) 
 

6. REPORTING OF TOTAL vs. SOURCE APPORTIONED LOADS 
 

Data Manager can provide discrepancies between total loads and source apportioned loads. 
They can be flagged using the new QA system accordingly by the Load Core Group or National 
Quality Assurer 

 

Annex 1 
List of corrections proposed for different data inconsistencies (Load, Flow, Source apportionment,                                                                             

Retention and Diffuse source tables)  

 

1. Proposed to update  value_status from E = Estimated to M = Measured where NR_MEASUREMENT 
>0  

2. Proposed to update the NR_MEASUREMENT to -1 where [NR_MEASUREMENTS] IS NULL AND 
[VALUE_STATUS] IS NULL 

3. Proposed to update the METHOD to Unknown where Method id is wrong or not found. 
4. Proposed to change the number of measurements below LOQ to NULL in cases where the total 

number of measurements is unknown or not reported. 
5. Proposed to change the status to E = estimated, where [VALUE_STATUS] = 'M' AND 

[NR_MEASUREMENTS] = 0 
6. Proposed to change PARAMETER_STATUS to 'TOT', where it is ‘SUM’ as it's the only type to be 

reported for NATURAL BAGROUND LOSSES 
7. Proposed to change to m3/a in cases where unit is wrongly reported as m3/s or m3/d. 
8.  Correct wrong unit to % ('mg/l' used instead of '%' for N and P removal %) 
9. Correct TREATMENT_STATUS to ‘U’ instead of TREATMENT_STATUS = 'T' (treated) where 

TREATMENT_METHOD is reported as Untreated and vice versa, where TREATMENT methods have 
been reported. 

10. Corrections to MONITORING_STATUS parameter in case of different inconsistencies. 
 

 


